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FlagView HistoryBasic InstructionsPick is a hero. Caviar units in an incubator. Surviving units spawned an enemy team. How WinDon't let enemies reach your lighthouse. Advanced InstructionsSpawning units increases your income so spawn often. Cheaper units give more income on cost, but also more experience. Use potions to survive
early. Use your shrine to help if you get overwhelmed. MerchantsBuy's ability to upgrade in trading locations. Title Energy Energy Regen Ability Power Ability Cldwn. Speed Weapon Damage Spell Vamp Special Magister in Volume 4000 75 0.15 60% Blast Wave: The ability to knock enemies back. Dalaran Tome 16000 No 150 th.4 300%
Power Splash: Using the ability reduces all cooling by 1 second Kirin'tor Tome 80,000 300 1 1500% Erosion: Abilities have a 25% chance of making the target vulnerable within 15 seconds, doubling all the damage taken. Redpine Stave 2500 60% 20 and 4% Soul Reaper: Killing the Enemy will lift it to fight for you in 15 seconds. This
effect has a 15-second blood refrigerate Stave 14000 300% 100 100 5% Soul Reaper: Killing the enemy will lift it to fight for you in 15 seconds. This effect has a 15-second cooling San'layn Stave 70000 1500% 500 6% Soul Reaper: Killing the enemy will lift it to fight for you in 15 seconds. This effect has a 15-second cooling Fel Grimoire
4000 50% 10% finger death: victims of your abilities have a 2% chance of instantly dying. Grimoire damned 20,000 250% 20% finger death: victims of your abilities have a 2% chance of instantly dying. Grimoire of Medivh 90000 1250% 30% Echo Medivh: Abilities have a 10% chance to create a shadow charmer that will use its abilities
freely for 6 seconds. The gunsmith (soon) Jewelcrafter (soon) Alchemist (potions) (soon) Armorsmith (soon)BuildsSuggested hero builds. (soon) Well, I want to try most of these heroes... but can't find a website for their build (those 6 items I need to buy for late games)... So if any1 have a few build to share, please feel free to answer :D
Thank you August 09, 2016-12016-08-09T10:48 So I've contacted Harrison since it was introduced and so far I've found a viable build that makes it better than some other heroes in some cases... First of all, he seems to be more focused on skill than gear oriented unlike other heroes... 1 wrong skill point, and it's useless, where, like other
heroes can compensate, the gear is a little different ... I give up lackeys for the most part with 3-4 points in shooters, 10 in mortar teams, 10 knights, 10 priest, 2-3 sorcerer, and the rest in a charmer with maybe 1 point in lackeys for feed. For gear I use 4-5 dreadstones depending on if I have a man to properly do a tank build if I make 4
dreadstones I bleed shield and vigorous barrier, if I have a good tank I drop a vigorous barrier for another dreadstone, it gives me survivability during the dragon wave and my troops are able to eat the dragon wave through through and damage. This build also allows it to hold the line while everyone else is busy elsewhere without losing
ground if done correctly from start to finish. Has anyone found any other viable end game that builds for it so far? Aug 09, 2016-22016-08-09T12:23no, Dreadlocks and fast potions are the best for himAug 09, 2016-32016-08-09T14:18Dum wrote: no, dreadstones and quick potion are the best for him Explain how a quick potion will be
effective on it? Do they affect his workout speed? His damage to the weapon is terrible and not dependent on dreadstones so I can't imagine what is causing... Aug 09, 2016-42016-08-09T16:05ArcticAs wrote: Doom wrote: No, dreadlocks and quick potions are the best for him To explain how a quick potion will be effective on it? Do they
affect his workout speed? His damage to the weapon is terrible and not dependent on dreadstones so I can't imagine what is causing... Yes, the speed of training. 09 August 2016-52016-08-09T18:53Dum wrote: ArcticHowler wrote: Doom wrote: no, dreadstones and quick potions are the best for him to explain how a quick potion will be
effective on it? Do they affect his workout speed? His damage to the weapon is terrible and not dependent on dreadstones so I can't imagine what is causing... Yes, the speed of training. However, it doesn't seem viable if you have all that AP fear shouldn't retrain them often enough to donate a slot for potions... 09 August 2016-62016-08-
09T18:58Bast build for the garrison to not play garrison, like all conscripts. Aug 09, 2016-72016-08-09T19:13ArcticHow wrote:The Dum wrote: No, dreadstones and quick potion are the best for him Explain how a quick potion will be effective on it? Do they affect his workout speed? His damage to the weapon is terrible and not dependent
on dreadstones so I can't imagine what is causing... Yes, the speed of training. However, it doesn't seem viable if you have all that AP fear shouldn't retrain them often enough to donate a slot for potions... You can just put the potion next to you and drink when needed. Aug 10, 2016-82016-08-10T07:09Found is another functional build,
but it's more based on something I've seen Dryad do since I've seen the corpse blast work with Black Ice Figured Ice. I'd check it out and find it work if you can avoid enemy sabotage of characters such as Nova and Diabolist, which you can not avoid (tbh I'm not sure if the Diabolist will work because of the debuff factor on the garrison, can
check that ...) 1 Black Ice, 1 Corpse Explosion Ring, 1 Hellscream's Shield Wall (for hp, if there is nova, can replace another serendipity), and 3 serendipity (or 4 if there is no new one on the enemy team / because of the 44 range (using 25% of the range when using 6 serendipity I changed it until I could use a siphon and corpse blast
combo and since there was no new on the enemy command I had a wall shield hellscream for hp to survive a few nuclear charges (their Nova was pretty weak, might need to adjust according to your enemies...) Obviously this will work to work Any character who focuses on multi-purpose attack weapons like Dryad and Ranger, but for the
unique advantage of the garrison range it works especially well for him as he can clear the end of the wave game, regardless of the type due to Siphon's powerful bonus for goal hit ability (which the corpse explosion counts, like the training units) and the fact that most of them die before they reach it. Edit: Unfortunately, it lags during the
dragon wave if your team has left the garrison in the dust to level itself, so there is this disadvantage as it does not have any advantages from reaching the maximum level unlike its teammates ... August 11, 2016-92016-08-11T13:41was received 44 ranges? Lol. If Tya adds a way to move the garrison, this range will be nerfed. With this
range, you can go to the wall and attack the enemy team, and we all know Tya doesn't want pvp in the current build. Page 2Aug 09, 2016-12016-08-09T10:48 So I messed up with Harrison since it was introduced and so far I have found a viable build that makes him better than some other heroes in some cases... First of all, he seems to
be more focused on skill than gear oriented unlike other heroes... 1 wrong skill point, and it's useless, where, like other heroes can compensate, the gear is a little different ... I give up lackeys for the most part with 3-4 points in shooters, 10 in mortar teams, 10 knights, 10 priest, 2-3 sorcerer, and the rest in a charmer with maybe 1 point in
lackeys for feed. For gear I use 4-5 Dreadstones depending on if I have a man properly doing the tank build, if I make 4 dreadstones I get a blood-thronized shield and an energy barrier, if I have a good tank I drop an energetic barrier for another dreadstone, it gives me survivability during the dragon wave and my troops are able to eat the
wave through dragon survivability and damage. This build also allows it to hold the line while everyone else is busy elsewhere without losing ground if done correctly from start to finish. Has anyone found any other viable end game that builds for it so far? Aug 09, 2016-22016-08-09T12:23no, Dreadlocks and fast potions are the best for
himAug 09, 2016-32016-08-09T14:18Dum wrote: no, dreadstones and quick potion are the best for him Explain how a quick potion will be effective on it? Do they affect his workout speed? His damage to the weapon is terrible and not dependent on dreadstones so I can't imagine what is causing... Aug 09, 2016-42016-08-
09T16:05ArcticAs wrote: Doom wrote: No, dreadlocks and quick potions are the best for him To explain how a quick potion will be effective on it? Do they affect his workout speed? His weapon damage is awful, and not dependent on dreadstones so I can't imagine is the reason ... Yes, the speed of training. 09 August 2016-52016-08-
09T18:53Dum wrote: ArcticHowler wrote: Doom wrote: no, dreadstones and quick potions are the best for him to explain how a quick potion will be effective on it? Do they affect his workout speed? His weapon damage is awful, and not dependent on dreadlocks, so I I imagine that being the cause... Yes, the speed of training. However, it
doesn't seem viable if you have all that AP fear shouldn't retrain them often enough to donate a slot for potions... 09 August 2016-62016-08-09T18:58Bast build for the garrison to not play garrison, like all conscripts. Aug 09, 2016-72016-08-09T19:13ArcticHow wrote:The Dum wrote: No, dreadstones and quick potion are the best for him
Explain how a quick potion will be effective on it? Do they affect his workout speed? His damage to the weapon is terrible and not dependent on dreadstones so I can't imagine what is causing... Yes, the speed of training. However, it doesn't seem viable if you have all that AP fear shouldn't retrain them often enough to donate a slot for
potions... You can just put the potion next to you and drink when needed. Aug 10, 2016-82016-08-10T07:09Found is another functional build, but it's more based on something I've seen Dryad do since I've seen the corpse blast work with Black Ice Figured Ice. I'd check it out and find it work if you can avoid enemy sabotage of characters
such as Nova and Diabolist, which you can not avoid (tbh I'm not sure if the Diabolist will work because of the debuff factor on the garrison, can check that ...) 1 Black Ice, 1 Corpse Explosion Ring, 1 Hellscream's Shield Wall (for hp, if there is nova, can replace another serendipity), and 3 serendipity (or 4 if there is no new one on the
enemy team / because of the 44 range (when using 25% reward range) when using 6 serendipium I changed it until I could use a siphon and corpse blast combo and since there was no new on the enemy command I had a wall shield hellscream for hp to survive a few nuclear charges (their Nova was pretty weak, you may need to adjust
according to your enemies...) Obviously it will work with any character that focuses on multi-purpose attack weapons like Dryad and Ranger, but for the unique advantage of the garrison range it works particularly well for him as it can clear the end of the wave game, regardless of the type due to Siphon powerful bonus on the target hit
ability (which the corpse explosion counts, as does the training units) and the fact that most of them die before they reach it. Edit: Unfortunately, it lags during the dragon wave if your team has left the garrison in the dust to level itself, so there is this disadvantage as it does not have any advantages from reaching the maximum level unlike
its teammates ... August 11, 2016-92016-08-11T13:41was received 44 ranges? Lol. If Tya adds a way to move the garrison, this range will be nerfed. With this range, you can go to the wall and attack the enemy team, and we all Tya doesn't want pvp in the current build. Build. Build.
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